
Your thoughts are fixed upon what you gain now and leave behind later.
Being motivated to embrace the future brings new knowledge and activi-

ties in areas of finance, real estate and savings. The seeds you plant now are actually
roadmaps to the future and during this phase you see clearly as you move forward. When
you use practical sensibilities with ingenuity what you create is of special help to more
than one person; you’re very good at “dumbing down” sophisticated concepts while
explaining them to others. You avoid an obstacle that could have brought things to a
stand-still. Your sights are set on travelling to faraway places; you pull some opportuni-
ties your way! The universe smiles upon your requests, as you’re sincere in being grateful
for all you have. Being with loved ones brings joy. 

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

The winds of change call your name and you listen; dreams of being car-
ried away could be prominent now. Putting your mind on what’s important isn’t easy but
you’re able to accomplish several tasks and move on. Feeling good about yourself is
what’s right for you; no guilt should be involved in this. Being in control is a turn-on for
you, so much so it could become a problem, so beware! Enjoying your dark side is
refreshing and liberating; in truth, your dark side isn’t really dark, only fun! Belonging to
an important cause lifts your spirits and the vibrations surrounding you. Helping where
ever you can is probable during this cycle, but not the next: give all you can during this
time! Someone challenges an idea you present; you sit back and let them share their
thoughts and everything comes together. 

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Joining with others to make something right gives you a sense of impor-
tance and belonging. A focus on the whole big picture helps you single out

the part you play. New neighbors bring an interesting culture to the neighborhood; food,
clothing, furniture are just a few things that capture your attention. A project you dread-
ed isn’t as bad as you thought; you may be able to avoid this completely next time! A new
vehicle or other large purchase becomes necessary; it’s a good thing you’re prepared.
The winds of change dance lightly around you and you answer the call to listen; change
isn’t always good, neither is it always bad. You could be plagued by indecisiveness and
confusion; sit back and let this pass. You get some answers you’ve been searching for,
and you’re happy! Positive vibes keep things positive.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

You could find yourself the center of attention when in attendance at a
meeting; this catches you completely off guard, but you pull it off beauti-

fully! A trip to the doctor or dentist confirms that you’re in pretty good shape. You go
the extra mile to help someone anonymously. A new gadget provides help with your
work; this could give you an idea for yet another helpful gadget. You force yourself to
slow down, take a moment and “taste the coffee” so to speak; stress isn’t the best fuel!
Keeping an eye on things for someone while they’re gone could prove challenging. A new
store with exotic products could have something to do with your work. The planets are
aligned for good times and good health as well. Pulling your finances together shows just
how well you’ve done! Spending time winding down helps. 

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Being smart when entering a deal assures that you come out ahead; being
cautious with this is wise. A new opportunity to make money seems attractive, and the
proof is in the numbers. A new recipe tempts the taste buds of everyone who tries it. A
new addition to the family might be possible: this could indicate human, animal or plant,
but whatever “it” turns out to be, much happiness comes with it. Someone asks you to
teach them the way you do something; this is more than likely someone younger. Being in
the thick of things means that you have responsibilities with organizing or possibly over-
seeing the food; this could be an event serving a large number of people. You may tend to
over-romanticize things a bit, which could give you the wrong idea! Being clear on what
you want gets you where you want to be.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

You’re tempted to apply romantic notions to everything and you’re filled
with hope that all can be well with the world; even so, you remain realistic. Wishing the
best for others is where your thoughts stay, but someone could be getting on your last
nerve! Having fun and leaving worries behind is predicted and this could be just the stress
relief you need. Discovering something intimate about someone that’s absolutely none of
your business could make you uncomfortable. Hard work brings rewards and this
recharges your battery to keep it up; winning is always, always the best motivation for
you. Teaching what you know seems right, as does learning; you love both of these equal-
ly. A secret love could cross your mind more often lately; this could indicate that this per-
son needs your prayers. 

Libra (September 23-October 22)

You may long for a mate, someone to share your life with on every level. If
this is so, concentrate and send your wish out to the universe who’s always

listening and aware. You experience visions and dreams regarding what you hope to cre-
ate or gain; pay attention to these as they hold important clues! Being respected brings
satisfaction when you’re presented with some type of award. The way you write and
speak is unique to you. Putting your spin on something makes it better. Being in the social
spotlight isn’t your favorite place to be, but you become more comfortable with it as time
passes. A flirty situation lightens what could be a heavy mood. Reading is soothing and
informative when you take a few moments for yourself later. Someone shows up with din-
ner and desert, all you have to do is enjoy. 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

You want to know who’s calling the shots and how things are being accom-
plished; things don’t look as they really are! When things don’t add up, you

can be unpleasant if you’re not dealt with fairly. Meeting one challenge after the next is no
problem for you today, especially when you use new techniques that make things easier.
Don’t be surprised if you feel fussy during this particular cycle, as the planets are configu-
rated for this energy. You may feel overwhelmed, as though you have too much on your
plate. Could it be that you’ve spread yourself too thinstaying calm when others can’t
proves your value over and over again. Bigger doesn’t always mean better. Creative juices
flow freely and culminate in some memorable work that inspires others. A pleasant sur-
prise awaits you at home later.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

Lofty ambitions are common lately, and the energy from the universe sup-
ports it! Keeping your expectations realistic could be tough, but you’re

able to work with it and, using your common sense, stay on the right track. Intuition is
strong stronger than strong and you follow where it leads. Being prepared for whatever
may come is a focus for you as you experience some major life shifts. Positive thoughts
keep positive vibrations around; this could be difficult at times, but you truly do prefer the
optimistic side of life. Developing a new skill is strongly predicted; this could have to do
with work or a personal hobby. Being too chipper could irritate some people who don’t
see you as realistic! Keeping your feet planted firmly on the ground is absolutely the best
way for you to go right now.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

You spend a great deal of time with like-minded people; this could make a
social difference. Someone you know falls on hard times and you’d like to

help them in some way. Breaking free of the past makes huge improvements to your life
and is far easier than you thought it would be. Shedding old, outmoded ways is strongly
indicated during this cycle. You frequent different paths because you seek different
results and answers. Someone you’ve never trusted proves that you still can’t; some peo-
ple can look you right in the eye and lie! Your original taste in clothes sets you apart but
creates the perfect look for you. Finding things that inspire and energize you help you get
in touch with reality. Going all the way with a business plan is thrilling and the results are
better than you expected. 

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 1920

ACROSS
1. A common cyst of the skin.
4. Evergreen tree of New Zealand
resembling the kawaka.
12. Support resembling the rib of an ani-
mal.
15. 10 hao equal 1 dong.
16. Order of mammals having few or no
teeth including.
17. North American republic containing
50 states - 48 conterminous states in
North America plus Alaska in northwest
North America and the Hawaiian Islands
in the Pacific Ocean.
18. A large fleet.
20. An African river.
21. A chronic skin disease occurring pri-
marily in women between the ages of 20
and 40.
22. Free from disturbance.
23. A radioactive element of the actinide
series.
25. Being nine more than ninety.
27. Belonging to or on behalf of a speci-
fied person (especially yourself).
29. God of love and erotic desire.
30. A genus of Ploceidae.
33. Before noon.
35. An narrative telling the adventures of
a hero or a family.
36. A loose sleeveless outer garment
made from aba cloth.
37. Proceeding from or ordered by or
subject to a pope or the papacy regard-
ed as the successor of the Apostles.
39. A major god.
43. A republic on the western coast of
Africa on the Gulf of Guinea.
46. A thermionic tube having two elec-
trodes.
47. A genus of orb-weaving spiders
including common garden spiders and
barn spiders.
49. An Arabic speaking person who lives
in Arabia or North Africa.
51. A common venereal disease caused
by the Treponema pallidum spirochete.
52. Any of several plants of the genus
Camassia.
53. A member of the Siouan people for-
merly living in the Missouri river valley in
NE Nebraska.
55. Brush turkeys.
57. Filled with the emotional impact of
overwhelming surprise or shock.
59. A chronic inflammatory collagen dis-
ease affecting connective tissue (skin or
joints).
61. Grown for its thickened edible aro-
matic root.
66. American professional baseball play-
er who hit more home runs than Babe
Ruth (born in 1934).
70. The content of cognition.
71. Kauri pine.
74. Title for a civil or military leader
(especially in Turkey).
75. The seat within a bishop's diocese
where his cathedral is located adv.
76. The compass point midway between
south and west.
77. A caustic detergent useful for remov-
ing grease.
78. The portion of the vertebrate nervous
system consisting of the brain and spinal
cord.
79. In a wanton manner.

80. Large brownish-green New Zealand
parrot.

DOWN
1. Hit hard.
2. A British peer ranking below a
Marquess and above a Viscount.
3. Acute ulceration of the mucous mem-
branes of the mouth or genitals.
4. A tricycle (usually propelled by ped-
alling).
5. (Babylonian) God of storms and wind.
6. A very light colorless element that is
one of the six inert gasses.
7. A former copper coin of Pakistan.
8. A city in central New York.
9. A label made of cardboard or plastic
or metal.
10. Continuing forever or indefinitely.
11. A river in north central Switzerland
that runs northeast into the Rhine.
12. Father of the storm gods Marut.
13. Muslims collectively and their civiliza-
tion.
14. English monk and scholar (672-735).
19. Harsh or corrosive in tone.
24. Similar to the giraffe but smaller with
much shorter neck and stripe on the legs.
26. Plant with an elongated head of
broad stalked leaves resembling celery.
28. (Old Testament) The first of the major
Hebrew prophets (8th century BC).
31. (anatomy) Opposite to or away from
the mouth.
32. Source of a tough elastic wood.
34. The capital of Bahrain.
38. (obstetrics) The number of live-born
children a woman has delivered.
40. A yellow quartz.
41. The clay from which adobe bricks are
made.
42. The cardinal number that is the sum
of five and one.
44. 1 species.
45. A Loloish language.
48. Formed by reaction between an acid
and an alcohol with elimination of water.
50. Any of numerous local fertility and
nature deities worshipped by ancient
Semitic peoples.
54. (Greek mythology) Goddess of the
earth and mother of Cronus and the
Titans in ancient mythology.
56. 40th President of the United States
(1911- ).
58. Contemptibly small in amount.
60. Ash-colored or anemic looking from
illness or emotion.
62. Any place of complete bliss and
delight and peace.
63. The sediment from fermentation of an
alcoholic beverage.
64. The United Nations agency con-
cerned with atomic energy.
65. (of molten metal or glass) Formed by
pouring or pressing into a mold n 1.
67. Danish philologist whose work on
Old Norse pioneered in the field of com-
parative linguistics (1787-1832).
68. Look at with amorous intentions.
69. An independent agency of the United
States government responsible for avia-
tion and spaceflight.
72. A branch of the Tai languages.
73. Not in good physical or mental
health.
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Stability and forward motion are highlights of the phase you’ve just
entered; your efforts are poured into gaining and maintaining! Going in

new directions with new attitudes is noticeable now and grow even more so the further
into the cycle you move. The beauty and even glamour in life are actively sought and
found by you with delight. Enjoying each moment from the time you wake up until the
time you go to bed is a priority for you. Figuring out a certain scheme someone wants
you to look at saves time and money you don’t want to lose. Making a great deal on a
piece of real estate or some other large investment takes you a long way toward reaching
your goal. Independent research brings information regarding treatments for the condi-
tion a loved one is dealing with; pulling together brings strength. 

Entertainment that explodes is what you seek and nothing else will do right
now. A sense of boredom and restlessness surrounds you but you break

away from this when a new person enters the picture. Risk taking is attractive and you
might do well in some areas, but not so much in others; the best involvement with risky
business for you is observing at this time. Someone inspires you by something they do.
Working on yourself and your relationship to others is dominant right now; this type of
self-help is getting easier and easier. You have to let go of something in order to get
something else; this could be easier than you think! Intimate relationships undergo a peri-
od of testing; the tried and true hold tight through the storm, let the others go. Thinking of
others first likely for you during this time. 
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